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SAVE THE DATES 
 

1. The Glenanne Hockey Club Christmas night is set for Saturday December 12th.  More details to 
follow but make sure to keep the date free!   

 
 
WEEKEND REVIEW  
 
Men’s 1X1 
No match 
 
Men’s 2X1 – Glenanne 14 Railway(h) 
An extremely disappointing  result for the Men's 2nds saw them lose out in a game where they held  
most of the possession.   After taking an early lead the team rushed to get forward leaving lots of  
room fro Railway to counter attack into lots of space.   A move down the right saw a soft finish from  
close in for Railway to draw level.  within a minute it was two for the men from Park Avenue.   
  
Down 1:2 at half time something had to change.    It didn't .  The team continued to play loosely  
giving away possession too easily and leaving themselves open to counter  attack.    Indeed it was  
from such attacks that we conceded a number of penalty corners.   Railway's drag flicker punished  
the Glens with finely taken drags to the bottom right and top left leaving the 2nds with no way back.  
  
Men’s 3X1 – Glenanne 52 Corinthians (a)  
No match report received.  
 
 
Ladies 1X1 – Glenanne 30 Rathgar(a)  
It was the first encounter between Glenanne and Rathgar in the new league structure. The Glens started strongly 
from the off with an aerial ball from Rachel O'Brien at the tip off bringing Glenanne up to the Rathgar circle. Glenanne 
continued applying pressure to the Rathgar defence but some solid defending from the Rathgar Sweeper saw the 
attacks yield no reward. Rathgar were quick on the break and tested the Glens defence as they broke down the right. 
Kate O'Connor was at the ready to prevent circle entry and from there threw some aerials which were pin pointed to 
pick out Glenanne sticks. This is where the first goal came 15 minutes into the first half. O'Connor threw an aerial past 
the half way line to McCormack who transferred to Aoife Dalton. Dalton gave the ball to SJ Kelly on the baseline gave 
a swift cross to Rachel O'Brien on the back post. 
  
Glenanne continued to pile on the pressure and were rewarded with a run of short corners. The corners were well 
defended, the 3rd corner resulted in a goal but was given as a free out for a foot before it hit the backboard. 
Glenanne continued to control but Rathgar still looking lively on the break. The 2nd goal came from another well 
worked team goal. McCormack took a free outside the circle, passed the ball to Jessie Meeke who gave a quick pass 
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back pass to O'Donoughue in front of goal. The ball found SJ Kelly on the back post to take it across the line. 2-0 at 
half time. 
  
Rathgar were well organised and created attacking opportunities. Niamh Ward and O'Connor commanding their 
defence and left Rathgar with little reward for their efforts. Marie Goulding worked tirelessly up the left and her work 
was rewarded with a short corner. Kate O'Connor made no mistake and powered the ball from the top into the back 
of the net via a Rathgar deflection. Glenanne pressed Rathgar and Rachel O'Brien continued to chase the ball down 
from each hit out and create problems for the Rathgar defence. Glenanne remained in control as the half continued 
but Rathgar continued to push and forced a short corner in the last few minutes. Sarah Daly got a touch to the first 
strike and which resulted in a break down and free out to Glenanne.  
 
 
  
Ladies 2X1 – Glenanne 12 Swords(h) 
No match report received.  
 
 
WEEKEND PREVIEW 
 
The ladies first team have their first weekend off since the start of September while the 2nds have a double 
weekend. First it’s a trip to Bray for the 3&4 Division Cup on Saturday, followed by a home game to Weston 1s 
on the Sunday.  
The Mens 1X1 host Mossley at home in the Irish Senior cup at 2pm after having a well deserved break last 
weekend. The 2X1 have a free weekend while the 3rds take on Navan at 11am in Glenanne Park. 
 

Saturday 

Ladies 
 

Team Opposition Venue Time 

1X1 NO MATCH    

2X1 Bray  Bray  14.00 
2X1  Weston  Glenanne Park  15.00 
 
 
Men’s 
 

Team  Opposition  Venue  Time 
1X1  Mossley  Glenanne Park  14.00 
2X1  NO MATCH     
3X1  Navan  Glenanne Park  11.00 
 


